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Abstract 
Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) is a proven space geodetic technique with significant potential for 
important contributions to scientific studies of tectonic motion. Currently, SLR is the most accu-
rate available technique to determine the geocentric position with a reported precision in the or-
der of few millimeters. Data gathered through SLR together with “Short Arc” mathematical algo-
rithm became a highly precise tool to detect, monitor and calculate recent crustal movements 
through repeated measurements of the baselines between some stations on different tectonic 
plates. In this paper, the Short Arc mathematical model introduced in a previous paper was used 
to calculate the length of the baseline between Helwan-SLR station and other four fixed SLR sta-
tions, placed on different plates. Application of this model with the data gathered through a 4 year 
time interval gave repeatable results with very high accuracy (in the order of 4 cm). 
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1. Introduction 
Geodesy is the science of measurement of the size, shape, rotation, and gravitational field of the Earth. 

Plate tectonics is the theory that Earth’s outer shell is divided into several plates that glide over the mantle, the 
rocky inner layer above the core. Tectonic motions are largely slow and smooth in nature, with the exception of 
regions where earthquake activity is high. In these regions, significant surface displacements over a very short 
time period can and do occur as shown in Figure 1. 

Space geodesy offers a great improvement for all geosciences because scientific observational methods were 
not limited only on terrestrial techniques, but to satellite ones as well. The main advantages of satellite observa-
tional methods are the dense coverage, repeatability and homogeneity of the data offered for almost the entire  
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Figure 1. Tectonic motion.                                                         

 
planet. Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR) is one of some space geodetic technologies which can deal with the tec-
tonic motion around the world [1].  

The basic idea of Satellite Laser Ranging is measurement of distance between a ground station and a satellite. 
The ground station transmits a very short laser pulse from a telescope to a satellite which is retro-reflected by 
corner cube reflectors on the satellite back to the ground telescope. A very precise clock at the ground station 
measures the round trip time with a very high accuracy (<50 picoseconds, or <1 centimeter in range). Measuring 
the ranges of three satellites of known orbits the position of the station will be calculated. 

Methods of space geodesy are very effective in monitoring tectonic motion for points around the world. With 
over 15 years SLR tracking data acquired by a network of globally distributed stations, shown in Figure 2 varia-
tions in station positions can be monitored through time. 

The accumulation of the data gives a possibility to construct a precise and detail model of the global tectonics 
[2]. 

Geologic features and characteristics of the African continent shows that the African zone is active exhibit all 
phenomena associated with crustal deformations, accumulation and release of crustal stress and strains, inter- 
plate motions as well as volcanic eruptions. Moreover, Figure 2 shows that only two SLR stations are in Africa. 
These facts illustrate the importance of the data acquired by Helwan SLR station [3]. 

In this paper, a brief description of Helwan SLR station and the generation technique of the normal points, 
produced from the analysis of the observed satellites that have a line of sight are discussed. 

In one of our previous publications, a mathematical algorithm for the baseline determinations called the short- 
arc method was introduced and used to calculate the normal point data of satellites Lageos-1, observed during 
the year 1996, by Helwan SLR [4]. In this paper, the basic concepts of short-arc method is briefly discussed and 
used to reproduce the normal points of the same satellite as observed during the year 2000 as observed by Hel-
wan SLR. The set of new results are very near to the oldest which proves the repeatability of the technique as a 
whole over a very long time span. 

2. Helwan SLR-Station 
Tracking of artificial satellites from Helwan SLR station (shown in Figure 3) has been started in 1974. A lot of  
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Figure 2. The SLR global network.                                                          

 

 
Figure 3. Helwan SLR station.                             

 
modifications have been applied to the station in order to improve its accuracy and update its performance 
[5]-[12]. Next; the main components and specifications of Helwan SLR station are summarized. 

The mount configuration is Azimuth/Elevation with a coude system of mirrors for the transmitted beams. The 
movement drive is consisting of 2 step drive motors, and the maximum tracking rate is 2 deg./sec. The guiding 
of the mount is controlled by a computer. The receiving system of the mount is a spherical mirror of diameter 40 
cm, and optical filter of 6 nm with 80% transmission. The type of the detector is a Photomultiplier manufactured 
by Hamamatsu model H6533. The quantum efficiency of this PMT is 10% at 532 nm and of normal gain equal 
5.6 million. The mode of the PMT is single photoelectron detection. The detailed specifications of Helwan SLR 
station are summarized in Table 1. 

The laser transmitter is placed outside the mount and the laser beam is directed to the satellite through the 
mount via a four coude of mirrors. The time and frequency system is GPS Time/Frequency standard, manufac-
tured by Helwlett-Packard of model 58503B, and it measures the time with accuracy below than 110 nsec. The  
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Table 1. Main specifications of the Helwan-SLR station.                               

Subsystem Specification 

Laser  

Oscilator Mode locked Nd:YAG with 3 amplifier systems 

Wavelength 532 nm 

Output energy 80 mJ 

Pulse width 20 ps 

Repetition rate 5 pps 

Beam divergence from 0.2 mrad to 0.1 mrad (adjustable) 
  
Mount  

Configuration Azimuth/elevation with coude path 

Transmitter/Receiver Optics  

Telescope Galilean for transmitter and Keplarian for receiver 

Diameter 25 cm for transmitter and 40 cm for receiver 

Electronics  

Start detector Photodiode with 200 ps rise time 

Receiving detector PMT H6533 with 300 ps rise time 

Jitter (single PE) 30 ps 

Time interval counter 4 ps of resolution 

 
meteorological station (MET-3) is installed to improve temperature, humidity and atmospheric pressure’s mea-
surements. 

3. Satellite LAGEOS-1 
Laser Geodynamics Satellites-1 (LAGEOS-1) is a satellite designed to provide an orbiting benchmark for geo-
dynamical studies of the Earth. Figure 4 shows the LAGEOS-1 satellite  

LAGEOS-1 is able to determine positions of points on the Earth with extremely high accuracy due to the sta-
bility of its orbit. The main specifications of LAGEOS-1 are given in Table 2. 

4. Normal Points Computed Using Helwan-SLR Data 
The primary output of the satellite laser ranging stations is the normal point data. For the generation of the nor-
mal points, it is agreed that the values of the bins size to be as 15 sec for some satellites such as Becon-C Topex, 
GFO-1, ERS-2 and Champ. For some other satellites such as Ajisai, Starlette and Stella, the value of the bin size 
is 30 sec. As for the satellites Lageos-1 it is agreed to be 120 sec. After the observations of the satellites, the sa-
tellite pass is analyzed [7] [8] and hence the normal points are computed for each pass depending on the bin size 
mentioned before. Data observed for the satellite LAGEOS-1 was used to compute normal points as given in 
Table 3. 

Data include 9 normal points as indicated in the first Column. The second third and fourth columns are the 
time of which the normal points are selected. The fifth and sixth columns are the corresponding range, the se-
venth and eighth columns the corresponding precision of each normal point resp. The last column contains the 
number of points included in each normal point. 

5. Baseline Determination Using the Short-Arc Method 
The baselines are the distances and lengths of the chords between projections of the positions of the laser sta-
tions on the reference ellipsoid. For the satellite geodesy, it is very important to determine the optimal length of 
orbital arc along which laser measurements are to be carried out. It is clear that for the dynamical methods long 
arcs (one month or more) are to be used. According to which more errors of modeling of different physical  
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Figure 4. The LAGEOS-1 satellite.          

 
Table 2. Major specifications of the satellite Lageos-1.                                 

Configuration An aluminum alloy sphere with inner core of uranium 238 

Diameter 60 cm 

Weight 400 kg 

Laser reflector 426 cube corner reflector (422 of silica and 4 of germanium) 

Orbit Perigee: 810 km, Apogee: 1105 km and inclination: 49.8 deg 

Lunch Feb. 1975 

 
Table 3. Normal point as computed for the satellite LAGEOS.                                                    

Ser. h m sec Range (ms) Range (Km) Precision (psec) Precision (mm) PT/NPT 

1 23 40 54.600286 43.96340609 6589.948786886630 212.9 31.91290715410 6 

2 23 43 1.6002874 43.32414997 6494.126705133460 166.6 24.97271175140 8 

3 23 44 16.600284 43.09372337 6459.586626732170 176 26.38173630400 1 

4 23 46 0.0002876 42.95974443 6439.503688860750 176 26.38173630400 1 

5 23 48 3.2002864 43.08019537 6457.558830546260 176 26.38173630400 1 

6 23 53 52.800289 45.0202523 6748.366048398580 176 26.38173630400 1 

7 23 54 41.000293 45.45943131 6814.197325853530 176 26.38173630400 1 

8 23 57 46.200301 47.48417843 7117.699283820140 95.9 14.37504836110 4 

9 23 59 38.40029 48.94468536 7336.623765055510 204.9 30.71373732210 4 

 
forces such as earth’s gravitational field, air drag, solar radiation pressure, and others that may influence the ac-
curacy of the estimation of the satellites position, at the same time the measured errors con be almost completely 
excluded and high stability in determination of relative coordinate system can be achieved. It is possible to di-
minish the influence of the errors of modeling by using short-arcs of the satellite orbit (several revolutions or 
days), but the station’s coordinates estimated by different arcs con differ from each other by a larger quantity 
than statistical zero. 

Under the semi-dynamical “short-arc” method one or several passes of the satellite in one of simultaneous vi-
sibility from both ends of the chord is known [13]-[16]. The estimated parameter in this case is the length of the 
chord as shown in Figure 5. 

The comparison of the same baselines calculated with long and short arcs methods shows a good agreement 
and even speaks in favor of the last one, as the number of observations required for solving the problem consi-
derably decreases the amount of calculations. Detailed analysis of short-arc method was introduced in one of our 
previous publications [5]. 
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6. Results and Discussions 
A computer program was implemented for baselines calculations using the short-arc method and observational 
data of LAGEOS-1 during the year of 2000 as measured by Helwan SLR station and other SLR stations. The 
stations used in addition to the Helwan SLR station (7831) are, Heslmonseux (7840), Zimmerworld (7810), ma-
tera (7939) and Grasse (7835) as shown in Figure 4. The short arc method does not depend on the dynamical 
models so strongly. However in order to realize millimeter level baseline precision. 

The results of the normal point’s data, of satellites LAGEOS-1, observed at year 2000, are used to estimate 4 
different baselines. The baselines between the Helwan station and the other stations are computed and the results 
are shown in Table 4. The first column represents the ID of the used station with Helwan station, column 2 
represents the used time in modified julean date, column 3, represents the value of the baseline length in meter 
units, as for the last column shows the root mean square value of the measurements. Results show that the root 
mean square errors of the calculated baselines are within 4 cm. 

For determination of the relative motion between the African and European plates, it is necessary to calculate 
the same baselines for many years. The next 3 columns of Table 4 show the same results calculated using the 
data observed at year 1996 and the same algorithm. The observed motions, both in the case of year 2000 and 
year 1996 data are in good agreement with each other. 

7. Conclusion 
Observational data measured by Helwan Satellite Laser Ranging station, for the satellite Lageos-1, were used to 
 

 
Figure 5. Geometrical representation of short-arc method. 

 
Table 4. Baselines determinations between Helwan SLR station and some other SLR stations.                           

Station 
Data observed at year 2000 Data observed at year 1996 

MJD Baseline length L (m) RMS (m) MJD Baseline length L (m) RMS (m) 

7831-7840 2451724.336 3429766.4165 0.038 50266.784425 3429766.4070 0.019 

7831-7810 2451851.377 2771788.8283 0.035 50264.754674 2771788.8583 0.021 

7831-7939 2451630.586 1780653.3729 0.021 50264.757669 1780653.3904 0.027 

7831-7835 2451849.486 2634229.0949 0.032 50266.795464 2634229.0854 0.023 
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measure Tectonic motion with very high accuracy. The “short-arc” modeling technique was introduced for the 
determination of the baselines between Helwan Satellite Laser Ranging station (7831) and, Heslmonseux SLR 
(7840), Zimmerworld SLR (7810), matera LSR (7939) and Grasse LSR (7835) placed on different plates. The 
data observed by Helwan SLR station the years of 1996 and 2000 were used to calculate the base line and the 
relative motion between the African and European plates. Results show repeatability with a very high accuracy 
for plate motions (in the order of 4 cm). 
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